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KOMUNIKAČNÍ A PROCESNÍ MODELY E-COMMERCE SYSTÉMŮ

Abstract

E-commerce systems became a standard interface between sellers (or suppliers) and customers. One of basic condition of an e-commerce system to be efficient is correct definitions and describes of the all internal and external processes. All is targeted the customers´ needs and requirements. The optimal and most exact way how to obtain and find optimal solution of e-commerce system and its processes structure in companies is the modeling and simulation. In this article author shows basic model of communication between customers and sellers in connection with the customer feedback and procedural models of e-commerce systems in terms of e-shops. Procedural model was made with the aid of definition of SOA.

1 INTRODUCTION

Electronic Commerce or e-commerce is the trade of products and services by means of the Internet or other computer networks. E-commerce is seen as a potent tool to streamline business processes and reduce operating costs. Market environment and its development urge managers to look for new methods and procedures lowering financial charges especially in the sphere of the ancillary processes. Cost reduction mustn´t lead to reduction of volume of production and productive activities.

Decision-making processes always have to be realized quickly and under the strong thumb of competitive environment. Many companies have to redefine some internal and external processes and IS/IT architecture and in many cases companies have to use a support of internal functions with the aid of external resources (outsourcing).

The main home elements of the companies´ processes reengineering is a process simulation and development of models involving procedural definition of the all subsystems. The development of the models for a better representation of real processes is the core of the further development of the simulation software. Models and approaches used in this article will become the starting elements of the research in terms of project OP VK č. CZ.1.07/2.3.00/09.0197.
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2 CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS

In terms of e-commerce, customer requirements can be separated up two groups. The first group of customer requirements result from exploitation of IS/IT as the main technological support of e-business and e-commerce environment. In 2003, ANEC Policy Statement on Design for All called upon the standard-makers to take the following generic consumer requirements into account when designing, selecting, commissioning, modifying and standardising ICT systems. Requirements for IS/IT were summarized as accessibility/design for all, adaptability, child safety issues, comprehensible standards, consistent user interface, cost transparency, easily adaptable access and content control, ease of use, environmental issues, error tolerance and system stability, explorability, functionality of solution, health and safety issues, information supply for first-time user set-up procedure, interoperability and compatibility, multi-cultural and multi-lingual aspects, provision of system status information, privacy and security of information, quality of service, system reliability and durability, rating and grading systems, reliability of information, terminology. (ANEC, 2005)

The second group of customer requirements is closely associated with business transactions. Customers want to find what they want easily and in short time, to get sufficient number of information, to place an order easily, payment system to be secured and failsafe, to get goods in quality of service and in short time, goods to be guaranteed by sellers (producers) and to get benefits in dependence on a number of purchases.

The most important condition of customer satisfaction is feedback. Sellers and producers have to monitor market environment and all have to be targeted the customers. All customer requirements have to be monitored for ever and company information system with the all company processes have to be formed to ensure quality and rapid processing of the all customer feedback information, needs and requirements. Feedback information can be getting by the communication channels which are usually integrated in CRM (Customer Relationship Management) system (Figure 1).

![Fig. 1 Communication channels between customers and sellers](image)

In the e-commerce environment, sellers can get feedback information through e-shop web sites. It is considered to be a main communication channel. In e-shops, customer feedback solution can be realized as the web service oriented applications. This interface is integrated into CRM with the feed forward to ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) (Figure 3). To this purpose sellers can to place a number of tools into e-shop web sites pages, for example discussion groups, public inquiry, frequently asked questions (FAQ), electronic questionnaire, competition, customer response and the like. All or some of the mentioned feedback functions can be seen on high percentage of e-shop web site pages. Feedback is a very important support of business. Better manage customer feedback resulting in improved store performance and measurements, greater customer insight and loyalty and higher customer repurchase rates. (Customer feedback solutions, 2007)

Customer feedback and generally executed customers’ requirements are important indicators of the e-commerce system effectiveness. A principal aim of the all business activities is profit. Profit should be permanent. In the event of e-commerce system satisfies the customer demands and makes sellers possible to monitor market and, strictly speaking, customers’ requirements and needs, it can be
considered as an efficient system. There are many other performance indicators of effective e-commerce systems. They result from technological base and are connected with system structure, network architecture, type of ERP, CRM, SCM, staffing, and the like.

3 E-COMMERCE PROCESSES

Nowadays processes management is one of the most important conditions of efficient operating management. Global market, market saturation, keen competition and rapid technology development evoke enhancement of activities supporting production, IS/IT, marketing and business. All is targeted the consumers’ needs and requirements. Electronic commerce (e-commerce) comprises of a set of technologies, applications and business processes that forms a strategic link between businesses, consumers and communities. The most important for the decision-making are current information. Managers have to get information in right time and requisite quality. For this purpose every company should has well-done activity, processes, productive and financial analyses. This analysis should be main fundament of company policy. The e-commerce process is essentially the entire process that takes place when a customer’s data is collected, stored, analyzed, and then presented back to the customer in a useful format. Process model of e-commerce system in light of business transactions can be formed in line with customer requirements and needs. Electronic commerce is expected to influence a wide range of supply chain systems and thus lead to unidentified environmental impacts. An important part of the sales process is to make sure that the contract which is formed with the customer is both legally correct and also affords the seller the maximum protection.

3.1 The basic loop of business transaction in e-commerce system

All business transactions in e-commerce systems have the same elements (Figure 2). On the one hand is customer with his needs, requirements and expectations and in the other side there are elements and processes administered by seller. There are especially information system (ERP, CRM) with the technological and procedural interconnection to a web server, payment system and suppliers (strictly speaking suppliers’ information system).

![Figure 2](image)

The basic communication is ongoing between customer and supplier’s information system. This information system includes technological support of the all single business processes which are necessary for the realization of a business transaction.

3.2 CRM as an information system interface

The ERP systems allow company to integrate engineering, customer service, planning, materials, manufacturing, finance, and human resources across a single facility or across multiple locations. CRM systems helps track and manage customer relations. In e-shops, web application and services are considered as a main communication channel. On the basis of the all above-mentioned models can be defined general structure of company internal and external environments. CRM is shown as an interface between internal and external environments (Figure 3).
Fundamental aim of this suggested solution is providing of right and consistent data about customers in terms of all IS/IT infrastructure. The shown solution results from the many systems. As example, Navision Commerce Portal can be presented (Figure 4).

3.3 Models of e-commerce systems based on SOA

Since the structured and object-oriented technologies, development has come to a SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture). Substance of SOA is a usage of function modules that were identified as multiple applicable to the support of different company’s functions. Up-to-date subject can be analysis of relations between SOA and process simulation. Process modelling goes in for the reengineering of current company’s processes or development of new processes susceptible to achieve the objectives. Generally, enterprise modelling can be characterized as an abstract definition of processes running in enterprise using process, value, data and resource models. (Vymětal, 2009) E-commerce systems are based on exploitation of the web services. Web services can implement a SOA. A SOA is essentially a collection of services. These services communicate with each other. (Erl, 2005) To get a specific, objective and applicable model, it is advisable to separate up business information system to the individual models of subsystems pursuant to common decomposition rules.

The first model of e-commerce system includes describe of a purchase order procedure (Figure 5). It can be considered as the first layer. Communication interface between customer and seller is web site pages (e-shop).
Fig. 5 Model of business processes in light of order procedure

1) Customer enters onto e-shop web sites without registration (Is is related to 9).
2) Customer login or check in e-shop database.
3) Logged customer enters onto e-shop.
4) Customer chooses the goods.
5) Goods are saved to basket (Cart, List, ...).
6) Voting member (Choose next goods or start offer guide).
7) Back to offer of goods.
8) The entry to an offer guide.
9) Voting member (Logged or unlogged customer) (It is related to 1).
10) The allowing of removal from storage.
11) Handover of goods to supplier.
12) The supply of goods to customer.
13) The after-sales services.

Offer of goods, selection of goods, basket (Cart, List, ...) and offer guide is usually integrated in CRM system which includes, among others, internet communication services (web sites administration, e-mail communication, may be voice over IP and so on). CRM system can be separate, but usually integrated in ERP. The second layer result from Figure 5 is shown in Figure 6. As payment system in model shown in Figure 6 is amount brought.

Fig. 6 Model of business processes in light of technological support

1) Customer chooses goods and places an order.
2) Receipt order (formation of business transaction in ERP).
3) If goods are not available, the other supplier may be found.
4) Confirmation or disapproval of a request.
5) Confirmation or disapproval of an order.
6) Order for costs.
7) Confirmation of costs.
8) Consignation command.
9) Delivery ex stock.
10) Supply of goods.
11) The after-sales services.

If cash on delivery is used, model in Figure 6 can be transformed to model in Figure 7. (for the reason of equivalent with model in Figure 6, there are not shown explanatory notes)
4 CONCLUSIONS

As a prerequisite to building an effective e-commerce system is accurate definitions of the all processes. All is targeted the consumers’ needs and requirements. The most important condition of customer satisfaction is feedback. In e-commerce systems, customers’ feedback information are getting back by the communication channels usually integrated to CRM. CRM is usually an interface between customers and sellers. One way to get an effective e-commerce system is process modeling. To get a specific, objective and applicable model of e-commerce system, it may be used the business processes decomposition techniques that can help to specify business processes that are aligned with a SOA. Decomposition techniques make possible e-commerce system to be modeled in separate layers and managers and IT specialists to get very detailed procedural models. Every shown model can be divided to the other more detailed models. On the basis on it, the reengineering of current processes or development of new processes can be done. Models shown in this article will be elaborated in detail in the following period and the new resulting models with some suggested changes will be used for the education purposes and become a one of the starting elements of research in terms of project OP VK č. CZ.1.07/2.3.00/09.0197.
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